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NEBULAE
Nebulae is the new space for networking at Doclisboa. It is a group of activities, gatherings,
opportunities and people for the advancement of the creation, production and dissemination of independent film.
Nebula - a diffuse cloud of interstellar dust or gas or both, visible as luminous patches or areas
of darkness depending on the way the mass absorbs or reflects incident light or emits its own
light. Some nebulae (more than one nebula) come from the gas and dust thrown out by the explosion of a dying star. Other nebulae are regions where new stars are beginning to form.
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INVITED COUNTRY
Each edition of Nebulae will invite a country and its film professionals. In 2019, the festival welcomes Germany.
Pitching Session
This session is dedicated to the presentation of four ongoing film projects by German producers or directors looking for co-productions.
22 OCT / 11.00, Culturgest – Small Auditorium
The session will be held in English, with no translation

Schedule
Welcome
A Border Within, by Reinaldo Pinto Almeida (LIMINOID Productions GmbH)
Discussion
Embodied Chorus, by Danielle Davie and Mohamed Sabbah
Production: Julia Wagner - HEARTWAKE films GmbH (Germany) and Yara Abi Nader Madama le tapis S.A.L. (Lebanon)
Discussion
Rent An Actor, by Katarina Schröters
Production: Julia Cöllen - Fünferfilm (Germany) and Ivan Madeo & Stefan Eichenberger Contrast Film (Switzerland)
Discussion
Where is my mind?, by Can Mansuroglu and Imke Hansen
Production: Dirk Manthey - Dirk Manthey Film ug (Germany)
Discussion / Conclusion

PROJECTS
SYNOPSIS
A Border Within looks at the dwindling phenomenon of the coors, which used to be a village based
community of migrants from Goa in the megacity of
Bombay. They are now becoming a living archive of
Goan culture in Bombay. Using these unique places, the coors, as a portal to a speciﬁc community
of migrating men, the ﬁlm opens their doors to the
public that would otherwise have no access to these
stories. The coors are in a way a symbol for a slowly
disintegrating community of Goan Catholic migrants,
as their route has shifted elsewhere.

A BORDER WITHIN
Reinaldo Pinto Almeida
Germany

Production: Kyra Jungck - LIMINOID Productions
GmbH (Germany)
Length: 90 min
Completion Date: Spring 2021
Estimated Budget: 140.000,00 €
Acquired Budget: 17.000,00 €
Project Stage: Development
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DIRECTOR’S NOTE
I have continued to observe the changes in South
Asia, India and more specifically the region of Bombay and Goa. Family ties, social media and news papers, along with contemporary literature have been
my main sources. More recently, after obtaining the
Crossing Borders Grant by the Bosch Foundation
and the LCB, I embarked on a journey in December
2018, where I would look at the coors as an anchor
point. I learned that these are changing as fewer
people see them as necessary, but they also are able
to convey what Goan Catholic migration once was.
They are partially adapting to the reality in which
they function as a charitable organisation, but also
are spaces where the aesthetics of Goa are reproduced and archived. Here, the members pay small
amounts for a bed and a trunk to keep their belongNEBULAE doclisboa'19

ings. In return they become part of a community
with duties and a code of conduct. Furthermore the
coor condenses images, languages and practices to a
confined space. It allows me to look at parts of Goan
Catholic culture in a unique setting. A place of transition. The coors also open the door to a larger subject: Goan migration towards Mumbai and further
towards the ocean. With the rise of populism, and
thus communal tensions in India, my gaze for what
my identity could have been in South Asia came into
focus. A moment of clarity so to say, in which, I, as
an atheist, see myself embracing Catholicism, as an
identity rather than a religion. This made me look at
the Goan Catholic minority and its specific stories,
histories and contemporary shifts. There is a narrative related to Goans that is trapped between the
over-simplifications Neo-Colonialism and Anti-Colonial sentiments. It seems that many Goans have chosen a route where this in-betweenness could florish,
their tradition of migrating is one of these phenomena. A space where this mesh can live without having
to explain itself to the outside world, whilst being
inherently global.
A Border Within is a film that looks at the dynamics
of a specific community within that minority, and
their globalised lives. And the coors are the connecting hub between the various phases that my
protagonists face. Through the process of making
this film I want to determine the personal reasons
for their leaving or coming back. And thus drawing
a larger picture of a constant movement and also
of the position of Goan Catholic seamen. My intent
is to capture the protagonists between the tides.
Moments where the ambivalent struggle is felt and
understood.
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ABOUT THE DIRECTOR

Reinaldo Pinto Almeida
Born and raised around Lisbon, Reinaldo Pinto
Almeida studied Philosophy in Lisbon and later at
Paris IV and completed his studies in 2007 with a
degree from the Universidade de Lisboa. He then
moved to Mumbai, India, before moving to Berlin
where he is currently residing. He studied at the
Film University Babelsberg Konrad Wolf and works
as a freelance filmmaker in various departments.
In his spare time he performs improvised theatre.
Reinaldo Pinto Almeida is currently developing his
feature film Urlaub and his documentary A Border
Within with Liminoid Productions Berlin. For the
latter he received a research grant by the Robert
Bosch Foundation and the Literarisches Colloquium
Berlin.

NEBULAE doclisboa'19

FILMOGRAPHY
The Sacrifice of the Druids (in post production) /
Installation
Landscapes in Times of Treason (2018)
Das Apartment, Season II (2017)
Das Apartment, Season I (2015)
Erosion (2015)
Sushila by the Sea (2015)
The Promise (2012)

ABOUT THE PRODUCERS

Kyra Jungck
Kyra Jungck majored in theater, film and television
studies as well as literature and politics at the universities of Cologne and Bonn. After her graduation
she worked as production manager before changing
to development at Munich production company All In
where she helped develop a crime series for German
broadcaster ZDF and an internationally co-produced
and distributed drama series. Subsequently, she
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received commercial training at Filmhaus Babelsberg
and started working as producer and executive producer for production companies in Germany, France,
Luxembourg and Great Britain.
LIMINOID PRODUCTIONS GMBH
LIMINOID Productions GmbH Berlin was founded in
the summer of 2016 by Kyra Jungck to produce documentaries, feature films and drama series for an international audience. The focus is on stories on a feeling
that we all know but that is hard to grasp: liminality. It
is a feeling that accompanies social transitions – emotionally ambivalent phases characterised by the loss
of old certainties and the lack of new ones. Currently,
LIMINOID is producing the childrens’ movie Joschi’s
Garden. At the same time, script development of the
feature film Ghosts Like Us by German writer Marie
Haas is under way. Together with Luxembourg director and journalist Charlotte Bruneau LIMINOID prepares the creative documentary The Other Woman
and develops the documentary Fishing in the Desert.
In collaboration with Indo-Portuguese filmmaker Reinaldo P. Almeida, LIMINOID develops the documentary A
Border Within.
CONTACTS
Kyra Jungck
t. +49 (0)176 6346 5159 / +49 (0)30 2529 4950
e-mail. jungck@liminoid.de
web. www.liminoid.de
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SYNOPSIS
Embodied Chorus is an artistic exploration of living
with sexually transmitted infections through a cinematic dialogue by two filmmakers. Danielle has filmed
herself since she found out that she is HIV positive
in 2009. She observes how “her” disease interferes
with her body, in raw, violent and melancholic images. Mohamed is a gay man who lived a challenging
experience with HPV. Purely visual moments transmit physical sensations and emotions in his poetical
fiction. Danielle and Mohamed invite an ensemble
of actors to express and embody the stories of five
other Lebanese individuals. While exploring the
shame related to STI experiences, Danielle and Mohamed touch base with their own conflict. The images and stories interact. Transformation is happening, the process of resilience begins.

EMBODIED CHORUS
Danielle Davie & Mohamed Sabbah
Germany, Lebanon
Production: Julia Wagner - HEARTWAKE films GmbH
(Germany) / Yara Abi Nader, Madama le tapis S.A.L.
(Lebanon)
Length: 80 min
Completion Date: autumn 2020
Estimated Budget: 365.000,00 €
Acquired Budget: 119.200,00 €
Project Stage: Financing
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DIRECTOR’S NOTE
Embodied Chorus is dealing with a theme that might
sound dark and heavy, but we aim
to break the fear and traumatic side of these stories. We are an HIV-positive woman and a gay man
living with an infection in Lebanon, where sex and
sexuality are a taboo and living with an STI is living with a wound, a trauma. We and people living
with such a trauma have the need to wake up in the
morning with the feeling that everything is possible. We face and confront our inner conflict coming
from silence, rejection, physical weakness and pain;
all shaped by shame. By surpassing this shame, we
reach beauty and step into resilience. This, for us, is
the reason to create Embodied Chorus.

NEBULAE doclisboa'19

ABOUT THE DIRECTORS

Danielle Davie
Danielle Davie holds a PhD in Documentary and Anthropological Cinema. She made 10
shorts and directs experimental documentaries
while working as coordinator and assistant professor at ALBA-UOB, USEK and UL.
FILMOGRAPHY
Les Oiseaux (2019)
Azouba Range sa Tente (2009)
Let’s Go (2009)
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Mohamed Sabbah
Mohamed Sabbah’s films address body relationships, death and politics. His short films and feature
Chronic screened and were awarded internationally.
FILMOGRAPHY
There (2018)
Where there is Nothing but Water (2014)
Chronic (2017)

NEBULAE doclisboa'19

ABOUT THE PRODUCER

Julia Wagner
Founder and producer Julia Wagner worked on fiction and documentary films including In the Aisles,
what doesn’t Kill and The White Treasure. She is
EAVE Producers Workshop 2019 participant and
member of WIFT and EWA Network.
HEARTWAKE films
HEARTWAKE films produces work with inspiring
characters and ambitious artistic vision. Current
projects include Mascha, by Carl Gerber, Loose, by
Julia C.Kaiser and Iris, by Natalia Sinelnikova.
CONTACTS
Julia Wagner, HEARTWAKE films
t. +49 176 – 62 95 94 02
e-mail. julia.wagner@heartwake.de
web. www.heartwake.de
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SYNOPSIS
Rent an Actor accompanies people in Tokyo who
hire actors to play a fictitious counterpart - be it
a dream girlfriend or a missing family member. As
relationships develop between the protagonists and
the actors, the documentary reflect in highly atmospheric images not only on the relation between fiction and reality, but also on the notion of the self in a
flexible, globalized and fast-moving society.

RENT AN ACTOR
Katarina Schröter
Germany, Switzerland

Production: Julia Cöllen - Fünferfilm (Germany) /
Ivan Madeo, Stefan Eichenberger - Contrast Film
(Switzerland)
Length: 90 min / 52 min
Completion Date: 2021
Estimated Budget: 350.000,00 €
Acquired Budget: 35.000,00 €
Project Stage: Financing
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DIRECTOR’S NOTE
We live in a society in which for many people, the
stage-managing of themselves in the virtual sphere
has become the everyday practice. In Japan, this
practice exists even beyond the digital reality and is
accepted as a matter of course. There it is customary to hire someone as a bridesmaid, or friend at
a party. Although this is not practised in the same
way in Western societies, we too are displaying an
increasing desire to have our emotional needs satisfied by way of Internet service providers (partner,
granny and friend agencies, etc.). In every case the
principle is the same: one’s own life is subject to
configuration and stage-managing. In my new film
Rent an Actor, I would like to explore this area where
game becomes reality and reality becomes a game.
I am interested in the relationship that develops as
protagonists and actors play out their scenarios
and the essential feeling of realness that is part of
it. The crucial point is not what is true, but what is
perceived to be true. Here Rent an Actor moves between dream and reality, playful and earnest, performance and pretence, between avatar and humanity.
This, in my opinion, is precisely the tension field that
NEBULAE doclisboa'19

embodies what is contemporary about this film. For
these are the very contradictions that describe the
conditions under which, nowadays, we try to find inner freedom and interpersonal closeness.

ABOUT THE PRODUCER

ABOUT THE DIRECTOR

Katarina Schröter
Katarina Schröter studied dramaturgy in Munich,
acting in Leipzig and was master student at the
UDK Berlin in the field of art and media. She was a
scholarship student at Dasarts Amsterdam. Based
in Berlin she works as a director, author and actor
for film and theatre. Her first award winning feature
documentary The Visitor was successfully shown at
festivals worldwide.
FILMOGRAPHY
The Visitor (2015)
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Julia Cöllen
Julia Cöllen has produced numerous internationally
successful films in ten years as a producer for the
renowned production company Filmtank, before she
joined Fünferfilm in 2019. The young company has
established itself with its repertoire of artistic and
unconventional feature films and documentaries.
Our first feature film Drift, celebrated its world
premiere at the Venice Film Festival in 2017, our last
feature documentary Olanda had its world premiere
at Berlinale 2019.
Fünferfilm
Fünferfilm was founded in 2016. The company produces mainly films by filmmakers who have dedicated
themselves to an artistic, courageous and very individual form of narrative.
CONTACTS
Julia Cöllen
t. +49 176 632 204892
e-mail. julia@fuenferfilm.de
web. www.fuenferfilm.de
NEBULAE doclisboa'19

WHERE IS MY MIND? (working title)
Imke Hansen, Can Mansuroglu
Germany

Production: Dirk Manthey - Dirk Manthey Film ug
(Germany)
Length: 90 min
Completion Date: November 2020
Estimated Budget: 200.000,00 €
Acquired Budget: 22.500,00 €
Project Stage: Development
SYNOPSIS
Sören (28) has always been a crazy guy. That’s why
his friends Michi (28), Can (34) and Imke (36) love
him. But since voices speak to him and he is followed
by alleged persecutors, madness has reached a completely different dimension. Sören moves further and
further away from his friends. They must do something!
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DIRECTOR’S NOTE
The last three years in Sörens and our lives are
hard to transport (except with this film of course).
When we started filming we didn’t know what for.
Then filming became an end in itself. It was good
to capture the unbearable rather than just endure
it. And Sören himself often asked us: “Can you film
this?”. The camera had become a fixed point for
him. It helped him a little to question the confused
thoughts, to put them in order. Well, with a little
distance, we are all happy about the film material
that was created. It is the basis for this documentary. And it gives us the opportunity to give value to
the last three years. Maybe even turn it into something positive. If we had been asked a year ago if the
situation Sören was in could ever be good again, we
would have had great doubts! But somehow we got
through it together. Today we know that Sören could
slip into an acute psychosis anytime again. But we
also know that we have learned a lot. That we will
be able to classify Sörens behaviour next time. Psychotic thoughts and actions can be very strange and
frighten friends and relatives. We want to encourage
them with our film. Because the best way to help a
psychotic relative is not to turn away. Stay close. Be
there for them. Also those who are affected themselves should be encouraged by this film, because
Sören is not a suffering victim. On the contrary. He
often seems like a young, fresh, self-confident artist.
Someone who might hear voices but still is incredibly
talented. Fights his way out again and again. This is
a signal to all those who are affected: Don’t retreat!
Find a way to live with your demons. Dr. Bock looks
at psychoses from an angle that is very ensuring. He
NEBULAE doclisboa'19

calls psychosis an ability not a sickness. Psychotic
people often question our well-worn ways of thinking. Sören definitely does. And always did. And that is
what makes him special. That is what we love about
him.

in Afghanistan and Pakistan. In 2015, together with
other young filmmakers and journalists, he was involved in the format development of the Y Kollektiv
for the young branche of ARD/ZDF and worked as an
author for the format.

ABOUT THE DIRECTORS

Can Tobias Mansuroglu
Can Tobias Mansuroglu is best known as “Checker
Can”. On behalf of Bayerischer Rundfunk he developed the children’s programme Checker Can (ARD/
KiKa) together with Megaherz GmbH. He was mainly
active as a reporter, but also as an editor and director. After 115 Checker productions Can decided to
go new ways: Together with his long-time colleague
Imke Hansen he produced short documentaries and
reports for public private BC. For this he travelled
to Pakistan, Somalia, Chad, Mexico and the USA. He
also worked for Deutsche Welle long-term projects
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Inke Hansen
Imke Hansen-Mansuroglu is director and author.
Since her university days she worked for documentary veteran and Grimme Award winner Wolfgang Ettlich (Mediengruppe Schwabing). It was here that she
discovered her love for (long-term) documentaries.
In 2011 she moved to Megaherz Film und Fernsehen
GmbH. There she worked as a director and editor
for the production Checker Can for several years.
Since 2014 she is working as a freelance author (TV
and radio) for Megaherz GmbH, Deutschlandradio
Kultur, WDR, NDR and ZDFinfo as well as as trainer
and consultant for Deutsche Welle (Afghanistan/Pakistan). In 2015 she was involved in the format devel-
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opment of the web documentary series Y Kollektiv
for the young branche of ARD/ZDF together with
a team of authors. She also produced and directed
several web-documentaries for this format. Together with Can she now works mainly on creative projects for NGOs, web and radio.
FILMOGRAPHY
Weisser Elefant for the serial Checker Can (2012)
Nomination Grimme-Prize Special Prize Culture for
Der Theater-Check (2012)
Japan Prize for Der Fritten-Burger-Cola-Check
(2013)
Nomination Juliane-Bartel-Prize for Mutige Frauen
auf Rosa Rikschas (NDR/Weltbilder) (2016)
Webvideo-Prize (best Newcomer) for Y-Kollektiv
(2017)
Nomination Online Grimme Award for Y-Kollektiv
(2018)
ABOUT THE PRODUCER

Dirk Manthey
Dirk Manthey studied Ethnology and romance studies. Landscape gardener Since 1996 he works as
director and producer. In 2000 he founded the production company Dirk Manthey Film and, in 2016, the
fiction film production company La Mosca Bianca
films GmbH.
Dirk Manthey Film ug
Dirk Manthey Film ug was founded in 2000 in Hamburg. Since then DMF has produced a large number
of films, both feature films and documentaries. The
portfolio includes both films that allow us to tell
their stories through image and sound/music as well
as films that specifically address social grievances
and thus make them visible and tangible. Since its
foundation, DMF have been focused on international
co-productions in Europe as well as in Latin America. Apart from the activities as a production company „Dirk Manthey Film / Dirk Manthey“ has taken
charge of line producing, executive producing and
post production supervising for high budget fiction
and docu-fiction films in the last years.
CONTACTS
Dirk Manthey
t. +163 7421454
e-mail. mail@dirkmanthey.de
web. www.dirkmantheyfilm.de
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Contacts
Glenda Balucani | Industry Coordinator
industry@doclisboa.org
www.doclisboa.org

organização /
O r g a n i S at i o n

CO - P RODUÇÃO RETROS P ECTIVA
Ascensão e Queda do Muro
– O Cinema da Alemanha
de LestE /
R i s e a n d Fa l l o f t h e W a l l
– The Cinema of East
Germany Retrospective
co-production

financiamento /
Financial Support

sa l a pa r c eir a /
PART N ER VE N U E

CO - FINANCIAMENTO A r c h é /
Arché co-financing

televisão oficial /
OFFICIAL TELEVISIO N

P a r c e r i a E s t r at é g i c a /
S t r at e g i c Pa r t n e r

co-produção /
Co-production

pa r c eir o s m ed i a /
MEDIA PART N ERS

apoios prémios /
A W ARD SU P P ORT

A P OIO À P ROGRAMAÇÃO /
P r o g r a m m e S u pp o r t

SEGURADORA OFICIAL /
official insur ance company

a p o i o à RETROS P ECTIVA
Ascensão e Queda do Muro
– O Cinema da Alemanha
de LestE /
R i s e a n d Fa l l o f t h e
Wall – The C inema of E ast
Germany Retrospective
s u pp o r t

hotel oficial /
Official Hotel

v i at u r a o f i c i a l /
Official Vehicle

A P OIOS / SU P P ORT

escola associada /
A s s o c i at e d S c h o o l

A P OIOS /
SU P P ORT

mcfly

P AT R O C I N A D O R C L I P P I N G /
CLIPPING SPONSOR

APOIOS ARCHÉ /
A rché Partners

PA R C EIR O LEG A L /
LEG A L PA RTNER

A P O I O S P R O J E C T O E D U C AT I V O /
Educatio n a l Project S upport

a p o i o s NE B ULAE /
N e b u l a e s u pp o r t

